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Welcome to Vita
 

Having breast cancer can sometimes be a lonely business. 
Even if you’re surrounded by family and friends, you may 
still feel isolated occasionally. Perhaps you feel you can’t 
share all your worries with people who don’t know what it’s 
like to have cancer. Maybe you’re a younger woman and 
haven’t met anyone else your age who’s had a diagnosis. 
Or maybe you live alone, or don’t have much contact with 
family or friends.

If you’ve been feeling lonely, whether it’s just occasionally 
or more regularly, have a look at our tips on page 12. 
There are lots of things people who’ve had breast cancer 
can do to help them feel less isolated.

QVC presenter Alison Keenan has had support from a 
wonderful partner and family since she was diagnosed in 
2011, but she’s still found adapting to life after treatment 
hard. On page 8, she tells us how she’s been getting on in 
the past three years.

Some people with breast cancer don’t have the 
opportunity to meet other people in their situation. On 
page 11, breast care nurse Linda explains why she 
recommends Someone Like Me, Breast Cancer Care’s 
one-to-one support service.

The good news is that there’s always someone to talk 
to if you need to. So whether you find support in a close 
friend or call Breast Cancer Care’s free and confidential 
Helpline, you don’t have to face breast cancer alone.
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Stiffness, listlessness, fatigue 
and depression a year after 
finishing my five years on 
Arimidex.

Inbox

www.vita.org.uk | 3

This issue’s 
star letter 

wins a gift 
set worth 
£55 from 

our friends 
at Elemis.

www. vita.org.uk

Don’t forget  
   to visit Vita online…

Get in touch with Vita 
Tweet @Vita_mag 
Email vita@breastcancercare.org.uk 
Write Vita magazine, Breast Cancer Care,  
5–13 Great Suffolk Street, London SE1 0NS

I entered a premature 
menopause when I started 
chemo aged 33; 14 years 
later, I still get hot flushes!

Dear Vita
Thank you so much for your autumn 
edition. I really enjoyed your page on 
secondary breast cancer. I have been living 
with secondary breast cancer since 2012, so it was 
good to read about the support groups available. I am a 
member of the Manchester support group. Our sessions 
are light-hearted and informative and we also have guest 
speakers.

In 2013 I was invited to join a group of patients at the 
Christie Hospital to develop a ‘secondary breast cancer 
pledge’, to give patients a chance to highlight what’s 
important about their local service, helping to drive 
improvements. Our launch day in March 2014 was a  
huge success, and I was delighted to be asked to  
speak on the day and to present a plaque to the hospital 
with Sally Dynevor, Coronation Street actress and  
former Christie patient.

When I see someone picking up a copy of Vita in the 
waiting room, I know they and their family will get the 
information and support they need.

Mary

VITA POLL Breast cancer can have many hidden 
effects. Which of these affected you 
most? Or share your own  
hidden effects 

The effects of breast cancer don’t stop when 
treatment ends

Chemotherapy can make you lose all your body 
hair, not just on your head

Some treatments cause menopausal symptoms 
like hot flushes and vaginal dryness

Breast cancer can affect your fertility

65% 

14%

14%

7% 

Dear Vita
Since March 2014 when I was 
diagnosed with breast cancer I 
have been reading your magazine. 
I never thought a magazine could 
be so helpful down to fertility, 
wigs, lymphoedema and a lot 
of other issues. Vita has given 
me the positivity I needed to get 
me through the toughest days 
of my life. After a mastectomy, 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
at the age of 25, I could not see 
the end of this awful nightmare. 
But it’s over and I thank Vita 
for all the useful information 
I received throughout. I will 
continue to read it as the articles 
are so useful! 

Kate

Dear Vita 
Just received your magazine and 
it brought tears to my eyes as I 
read the article regarding DCIS 
[ductal carcinoma in situ]. I went 
through this four years ago, and 
had reconstruction on the same 
day as the operation. I am now 
on my way to recovery, have got 
a new job, and am feeling better 
each day. I am checked every 
year for breast cancer and got the 
all clear again this September.

Thank you once again for the 
article in your magazine.

Valerie 
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News

Taking action
Nearly 12,000 people have signed Breast 
Cancer Care’s petition calling on the 
government to improve care and support for 
people affected by secondary breast cancer. 
Turn to page 20 to find out more about how 
Breast Cancer Care is raising the profile of 
people with secondary breast cancer.

A pail of a time

Almost 300 of you completed our survey 
in the summer issue of Vita. And the good 
news is you like us: 98% of you said our 
content is either excellent or very good, 
and 78% of you think the same thing about 
the balance of different topics we cover. 
But you also sent lots of suggestions for 
things you’d like to see more (or less) of. 
Our research team is busy analysing all the 
responses, and this will help make sure we 
continue to produce a magazine that reflects 
what you – our readers – want to see.

Breast Cancer Care is 
looking for people to join 
the Bucket Brigade in 
March, raising money to 
help people facing breast 
cancer. It’s easy to get 
involved. Buckets, stickers 
and everything else you 
need will be supplied. Just 
choose where to collect 
– at work, school, the 
local shops or pub – get 
together with friends and 
watch your buckets fill 
up with donations. Small 

change makes a  
big difference!

Karen MacDonald began 
fundraising for Breast 
Cancer Care after her 
diagnosis in 2010. She held 
a bucket collection at a 
local shopping centre:
 ‘Organising a Bucket 
Brigade is a fantastic 
way to get involved 
in fundraising. It’s 
simple, fun and gives 
an enormous feeling of 
achievement!’ 

News 
VIEWS

THE RESULTS 
ARE IN

Register at www.breastcancercare.org.uk/collect  
or call 020 7960 3400 to find out more. 
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News

TAKE FIVE

The award goes to…

For your 
information

Registration for Breast Cancer Care’s 
fundraising Pink Ribbonwalks opens in 
January. And new for 2015 is a five-mile 
route at all of the stunning venues across 
the country. Turn to page 24 for more 
information about the event and to find out 
how you and your family can get involved.

Breast Cancer Care’s body image campaign won a Dove 
Self Esteem Award at the 2014 Body Confidence Awards. 
The high-profile campaign – in which three women who’d 
had breast cancer posed alongside letters they’d written 
to their body – was launched to raise awareness about the 
effects of breast cancer and its treatment on body image. 

Speaking about the three models who took part in the 
campaign, Breast Cancer Care Trustee Deborah Rozansky, 
who collected the award, said: ‘Jill, Heather and Ismena – 
ordinary people who were not professional models – bared 
mastectomy scars and their personal feelings about their 
bodies. They have touched many people’s lives with this 
campaign, encouraging others to talk about their own 
experiences of body image after breast cancer.'

Vita online (www.vita.org.uk) was commended at the 
2014 British Medical Association Patient Information 
Awards. The judges, who praised the website for providing 
lifestyle information for women with breast cancer, said: 
‘The patient experience is a real strength of the website.’ 
Two of Breast Cancer Care’s publications – the booklet 
Your body, intimacy and sex and the Primary breast 
cancer resource pack – were also highly commended at 
the awards.
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Planet of the capes
There are numerous capes 
and blanket wraps on the 
high street this winter. They 
make a great alternative 

to a traditional coat and, as well as 
being bang on trend, they’re easy to 
get on and off if you have limited arm 
movement after surgery. The style 
also means that fit won’t be a problem 
if you have one arm bigger than the 
other because of lymphoedema. New 
Look has a fantastic range of blanket 
wraps for under £25.

Clothes shopping can be fun, 
therapeutic and maybe even a 
hobby. But after breast cancer, when 
treatments and surgery have taken 
their toll on your body confidence, 
it can be daunting. Here are my top 
hints and tips to get your shopping 
mojo back.

1

After some bright ideas to update your winter  
wardrobe? Kelly Short looks at what’s in fashion this 

season and gives shopping tips tailored to women who’ve 
been treated for breast cancer. 

Winter 

Warmers 

Warehouse 
checked 
cape £30

Next navy 
check cape 
£65

New Look 
blanket wrap 
£19.99
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Your looks

Hold on tights
Try layering your bottom 
half with some funky 
coloured tights. Making a 
feature of your legs is also 

a great way of drawing the eye away 
from other areas of your body where 
you might be more self-conscious 
after surgery. There are some great 
patterns and colours available and 
they’re a cheap way of updating your 
wardrobe. Wear with high boots to 
give a really up-to-date look that can 
be worn whatever your size or shape.

Layer away
Layering is a 
fashion-forward and 
practical look for taking 
key pieces through the 

seasons. Camisoles can be worn 
under dresses and tops, and are 
particularly useful under a low 
neckline. Want something a little more 
pretty or a style with a little bit of lace? 
Try www.kettlewellcolours.co.uk – they 
have vests and camisoles in every 
colour of the rainbow.

2 3

Many lymphoedema

sleeves are available 

in black or white 

Sleeve an  
impression
If you have lymphoedema, 
having one arm bigger than 
the other can make choosing 

clothes more challenging. Did you 
know that many lymphoedema 
sleeves are available in black or white 
as well as beige? This is a great option 
for winter fashion as they can just look 
like a long-sleeved T-shirt. Ask your 
GP or lymphoedema nurse.  

4

Top tip
Struggling to find clothes that suit your new body shape after surgery? 
Looking for a completely new look or someone to help you gain 
confidence and find the new you? Want the Pretty Woman experience 
where someone else runs around the store grabbing clothes for you to 
try? Some department stores such as John Lewis offer a personal styling 
service. The service is free of charge with no obligation to buy. It can be a 
really fun experience and a great way to help beat those shopping blues, 
particularly if you’re struggling to find something for a special occasion.

Kettlewell 
lace 
camisole 
£26

Primark 
reversable 
scarf £6

Oliver Bonas 
chunky  
pom pom 
knit scarf 
£28

Having a scarf
Scarves can be worn in lots 
of different ways. They’re 
a great additional layer 
that’s also easy to remove 

if you have hot flushes. A scarf worn 
looped around the neck can add 
interest and volume to the chest area 
to disguise any discrepancies or a 
flat chest for those who’ve had a 
double mastectomy and choose not 
to wear prostheses. You don’t need to 
spend much to update your wardrobe 
with a beautiful scarf.  Primark has 
some great printed scarves at very 
reasonable prices.

5
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Real lives

The Moving Forward resource pack can help you adjust to life after treatment. Order your 
free copy online at www.breastcancercare.org.uk or call 0808 800 6000.

The show  
GO ON

Losing femininity
I always used to sunbathe topless before 
my diagnosis, but now I wear a swimsuit 
to cover not just my breasts but also 
my tummy. I don’t feel anywhere near 
as feminine as I used to, and I feel huge 
insecurity on holiday surrounded by 
‘normal’ women. My fiancee has been 
incredibly kind and supportive, and has 
always made me feel attractive. But I 
know how I looked when I first met him, 
and how I look now.

QVC presenter Alison 
Keenan first spoke to Vita 
in 2012, the year after her 
breast cancer diagnosis 
and just before she 
modelled in Breast Cancer 
Care’s London fashion 
show. We caught up with 
Alison to see how she’s 
been getting on since.

Adjusting to life after treatment has 
been harder than I thought it would 
be. I expected to feel relief when the 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy were 
over. But I had been so well looked 
after – any ache, pain or worry was 
investigated – and now I was flying 
without that safety net.  

Everyone around me understandably 
wanted to believe that I was better and 
could now get on with my life. After all, 
my physical appearance was much the 
same as it had been before cancer. But I 
see the scars, and struggle with the fear 
that this wretched disease will return. 

Lasting effects
When I first went back to work, I really 
struggled with hot flushes, particularly 
in the TV studio environment. They’ve 
definitely worsened as the years have 
passed. I have to plan what to wear 
to avoid certain colours that show the 
perspiration, and the physical effect 
from lack of sleep has been quite 
crippling. I haven’t been very lucky with 
my reconstruction surgery. I had several 
issues that required additional surgery 
and a haemorrhage that required 
blood transfusions. Fat from my thighs 
and tummy was used as part of the 
reconstruction, and I was unfortunately 
left with hard ridges in my tummy, which 
had been pretty flat even after three 
children! 

My right arm is compromised with 
lymphoedema but I’ve given up wearing 
my compression sleeve as I don’t like to 
wear it at work.

must

for the 2014 show. And as soon as I 
stepped back into the Great Hall, the 
memories came flooding back.

For me, the afternoon show was a tad 
more nerve-wracking but the evening 
performance was unbelievable. My 
children, my partner and my closest 
friends were all sitting at the end of the 
catwalk, so when I dared to look ahead 
I saw them. 

These were the people who had got 
me through the previous two years, 
and it meant the world to have them 
there. I think the most overwhelming 
feeling was one of relief, that I now had 
hair, eyebrows and lashes, confidence, 
happiness and hopefully good health. 
And possibly the overriding memory is of 
the incredible support, love and energy 
that the audience gave us.

I don’t feel as feminine 
as I used to.

My final surgery is to have nipples 
reconstructed. Initially I felt it may well be 
a case of trying to make a silk purse out 
of a sow’s ear. But thanks to a new and 
sensitive surgeon, I’m going to go ahead 
with it anyway.  

I feel very lucky that my partner is so 
understanding. But I also feel cheated –  
breast cancer robs you of so much – 
and because the tamoxifen I take is 
there to block the effects of oestrogen, 
my libido has been affected not just by 
my insecurity, but also by this loss of 
femininity.

Incredible support
Two years after I was on the catwalk 
as a model at Breast Cancer Care’s 
London fashion show, I returned to 
the Grosvenor House Hotel as a guest 
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Real lives

Find information on exercising with secondary breast cancer in our free Secondary breast 
cancer resource pack. Order at www.breastcancercare.org.uk or call 0808 800 6000.

Strollin’  
on the river

Two years after a 
secondary breast cancer 
diagnosis, Clare Knight 
was looking for a physical 
challenge to focus her 
attention on. She tells us 
about coping with her 
diagnosis and tackling 
the 50km Thames Path 
Challenge.

I’m still having treatment and the 
Thursday before the walk I’d had a 
hormone therapy injection. There aren’t 
really any side effects; it makes me 
feel a bit sick but nothing too bad. My 
oncologist said: ‘If you get to 30k it’s still 
an amazing achievement. Don’t push 
yourself too much.’

For the past five years I’ve done the 
Race for Life 5k and this year I wanted 
a bigger challenge and something to 
focus on. I signed up to walk 50k along 
the River Thames for Breast Cancer 
Care. The 50k was 10 times as long 
as the Race for Life so it was quite a 
challenge for me.

I was diagnosed with primary breast 
cancer in November 2008, and then in 
October 2012 with secondary breast 
cancer. Once you’ve had cancer, 
you know that it could come back, 
but because I’d had a mastectomy I 
thought it was gone for good. 

It was hard hearing that news again; I 
didn’t know how to deal with it. I had to 
go through it all again, telling my family 
and friends the cancer was back but 
this time it wasn’t going away.

When I started training for the 50k 
walk, I realised it was good for me. It 
made me feel better. I started walking 
more, but up until I did the walk the 
maximum distance I’d walked was 16k. 

Walking the walk
The 50k started at 9pm and we walked 
through the night. We started in Staines 
and ended up in Henley. I’m glad that I 
had a friend doing it with me because it 
was quite scary at times – it was really 
dark. We walked through cobwebs and 
I fell over a few tree roots.

When I got to 28k I said to my friend: 
‘This isn’t too bad. I think I can do this.’ 
But the last 10k was a struggle. 

At no point, though, did I think 
I couldn’t do it. I had so much 
support. It took me 12 hours and 19 
minutes, but I finished not long after 
9am on Sunday morning. I wasn’t 
really thinking about the time, I just 
wanted to do it. 

Since doing the walk I now 
make sure that walking regularly is 
something that I keep up. Now that 
I’m not going to work, I need a level 
of routine. My family and friends are 
at work in the day so I make sure I 
go swimming or for a walk.

Asking for help
I’ve had moments where it has been 
difficult to cope with my diagnosis. 
Don’t be ashamed to ask for help 
if you are going through it and 
have those low moments. After 
speaking with my doctor, I went 
on to antidepressants, just to get 
me over that low moment. It really 
helped me and ironically it was the 
stigma and acceptance of being on 
antidepressants that I found harder 
to deal with than losing my hair. 
Sometimes you need that extra help 
which is not a bad thing and, on 
reflection, has made me stronger.

I haven’t read too much about 
my diagnosis and in a way that’s 
helped. There’s so much information 
out there, but everyone’s situation 
is different. Everyone diagnosed is 
different. There’s no point comparing 
myself to other people’s situations. 
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Real lives

A testing time 

Getting the news that I had breast 
cancer was like being hit by a bus. I 
went into a sort of trance and felt like I 
was watching myself from above. My 
first thought was: ‘I’m going to die.’ 

I have two young children who are six 
and three, and I couldn’t get past the 
thought that they weren’t going to have 
a mother. That feeling is something you 
can’t understand unless you’ve had a 
diagnosis.

The results of a biopsy showed I had 
triple negative breast cancer in both 
breasts and the lymph nodes were 
affected on one side. I had six rounds 
of chemotherapy before surgery, 
then began radiotherapy on my 42nd 
birthday.

Family history
Because I have a family history of breast 
and ovarian cancer, I was referred to 
the genetics department of the hospital, 
and I went on to have genetic testing for 
an altered gene.

Usually a relative who’s had cancer 
is tested first. But as there were no 
relatives still alive to have the test, I was 

tested myself. In June, just before I was 
going to have surgery, I found out I have 
the BRCA1 mutation, which increases 
the risk of breast and ovarian cancer.

And this was why I decided to have a 
double mastectomy, to minimise the risk 
of getting cancer again in the future.

It was a good thing for me to find 
out about the genetic mutation, even 
though I already suspected it. But it also 
made me feel very alone because I’ve 
never met anyone else who has it. 

I’ve decided that I’m going to have my 
ovaries removed too as I have a higher 
risk of ovarian cancer. So although 
I’ve now finished treatment for breast 
cancer, the journey isn’t quite over yet.

Discussing choices
I was extremely worried about waking 
up after my surgery with no breasts. 
Because I needed radiotherapy 
afterwards, my surgeon told me I 
wouldn’t be able to have reconstruction 
for around six to nine months. 

I called the Breast Cancer Care 
Helpline and they put me on to the 
Someone Like Me service. I was 
matched with a lovely woman called 
Sally-Anne, who was two years 
down the line and living ‘flat and 
fabulous’ after deciding not to have a 
reconstruction. She was fantastic, and 
called me before and after my surgery 
and radiotherapy.

I was so sure that I would be counting 
down the days until I could have a 
reconstruction. But now I think I may 

Nine months after she 
was diagnosed with 
breast cancer, Rachel 
Ferry talks about having 
genetic testing and why 
she’s coming round to 
the idea of being ‘flat 
and fabulous’.

not have it, and that for me ‘living flat’ 
is fine after all. I’ve surprised myself at 
how open minded I feel about it!

Future fitness
My husband Doug has just run a half 
marathon in Cardiff, where I had all 
my treatment, and we’ve raised over 
£1,000 for Breast Cancer Care.

And I’ve decided I’m going to do a 
triathlon next September. I’ve never 
done anything like it before, but I 
wanted to give myself a target. It’s a 
way to get my fitness back and to make 
me feel like I’m not a patient any more.

For more information about triple negative breast cancer and its treatments, see ‘Ask a 
breast cancer expert’ on page 18.
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Real lives

Why do you refer your 
patients to Someone  
Like Me?
If you’ve been diagnosed with breast 
cancer, speaking to someone who’s 
had a similar experience to you can be 
invaluable and an important source of 
support.

I give my patients as much information 
as I can, but I haven’t had breast cancer 
myself. I feel that if someone has been 
in the same situation as you, they can 
empathise much more. 

Not everybody has the opportunity 
to meet and chat to other people with 
breast cancer. A lot of places are quite 
remote – especially here in Scotland. So 
the service can be a great benefit.

When do you tell people 
about the service? 
It can be difficult to choose the correct 
time, but I think it’s better to be told 
about it earlier, so if appropriate I’ll bring 
it up at diagnosis. This is because when 
people have been told about the service 
later, they’ve said they wish they’d 
known about it sooner. 

But it’s not just for people who are 
newly diagnosed. And even if someone 
doesn’t want to use the service straight 
away, it’s good to know it’s there.

Many people who’ve had a breast 
cancer diagnosis find it useful to 

speak to someone who’s been through 
the same thing. We asked Linda 

Hammel, a breast care nurse in West 
Lothian, Scotland, why she tells all 

her patients about Someone Like 
Me, Breast Cancer Care’s one-to-one 

phone and email support service.

What do you like most 
about Someone Like Me?
The fact that the volunteers are all fully 
trained is important. Also, they have 
moved on a bit since their diagnosis 
and treatment, which means people 
can gain some hope from speaking to 
them – it shows them that there is light 
at the end of the tunnel. 

It’s a very personal service. And the 
volunteers are always very prompt at 
phoning people back.

Are there any examples of 
when you think the service 
has been particularly 
valuable?
One example is when someone 
is interested in having breast 
reconstruction. It’s always helpful to talk 
to someone who’s had the same kind 
of reconstruction as you’re considering, 
both from a practical and emotional 
point of view. It can be really useful to 
know what to expect.

It’s also useful for younger women – 
for example someone in their 20s or 30s 
might not meet many people of their 
age locally who’ve been diagnosed. 
And if someone’s diagnosed with triple 
negative breast cancer [see page 18], 
they may also find it useful to speak to 
someone in the same position.

But I would recommend Someone Like 
Me to all my patients.

Someone 

talk to

to 

It shows people that 
there is light at the end 
of the tunnel. 

If you’d rather ‘talk’ by email,  
why not try Someone Like Me 
email support?

For more information about Someone Like Me, call 0345 077 1893, email  
someonelikeme@breastcancercare.org.uk or visit www.breastcancercare.org.uk/services 
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Healthy living

Being diagnosed with 
breast cancer can be a 

very lonely experience, 
even when you’re 

surrounded by friends 
and family. Emily 

Collins recommends 
some practical things 

you can do to help.

Lonely
NO MORE

Loneliness can stem from feeling that 
no one else understands what you’re 
going through or feeling unable to be 
honest and open with your loved ones. 
Macmillan Cancer Support estimates 
that one person in five who’s living with 
cancer in the UK is lonely. 

Why do I feel lonely?
Loneliness has many causes, and affects 
everyone differently. Finding out that you 
have breast cancer may make you feel 
isolated from your family and loved ones 
who are not in the same situation as you. 
You may feel unable to be honest about 
your fears because you want to protect 
them. You may feel even more isolated if 
you’re a younger woman or a man with 
breast cancer, or if you have one of the 
rarer types of breast cancer. 

Unfortunately, the long-term physical 
and emotional impact of breast cancer 
can cause loneliness after your hospital 
treatment has finished. Side effects from 
ongoing treatment and fatigue may stop 
you getting out and about as much as 
you used to, and coping with emotions 
such as the fear of recurrence can make 
you feel isolated. You may feel pressure 
to get back to ‘normal’. 

Some people can feel even lonelier 
during winter, when they’re more likely 
to stay indoors due to the cold weather, 
reducing the opportunity to meet and 
interact with other people.

‘I felt very lonely during my 
diagnosis and treatment. I was 30 
when diagnosed, and apart from 
one girl who I met quite early on, 
I was surrounded by people in 
waiting rooms a good few years 
older than me. This felt quite 
alienating. 

‘I found that, after the initial 
concern from friends, once you 
finish active treatment, there is a 
perception that you’re now OK. 
Yet this is the crucial time when 
you have to stand on your own 
two feet and trust your body 
again. Emotionally your world often 
breaks down at this point. Then the 
support structures which were there 
before have started to fade, and 
this can be a terribly lonely time. 
I threw myself into my activities 
which kept me “normal” and “me”.’ 
Vicky

Loneliness affects an 
estimated one person in 
five living with cancer.
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Healthy living

What can you do?

Say hello 
Visit www.thesilverline.org.uk  
or call 0800 4 70 80 90.

Shine Cancer Support is a 
network for adults in their 20s, 30s 
or 40s living with and beyond cancer, 
which provides online support as well 
as local groups. Go to  
www.shinecancersupport.co.uk

Make new friends 
Breast Cancer Care runs a number of 
courses that can help you meet new 
people who have been affected by 
breast cancer.

Best Foot Forward is a new 
walking initiative which runs regular 
health walks for people affected by 
breast cancer. At the moment, walks 
take place in several locations in the 
north of England and in Wales. 

Younger Women Together is 
for women aged up to 45 who 
have been diagnosed with primary 
breast cancer in the past three 
years. Sessions address the specific 
needs of younger women, with 
topics like fertility and the impact of 
breast cancer on current and future 
relationships.

Even if it’s just saying hello to your 
neighbour as you pop to the shop or 
for an appointment; if you make an 
effort to ask someone how their day 
is, they’ll ask about yours.

Get online 
Some days you may be unable to get 
out of the house, and if you live alone 
this can be very isolating. Breast 
Cancer Care’s online discussion 
Forum lets you chat to people in a 
similar situation at any time of the 
day or night, from the comfort of your 
own living room. Go to  
forum.breastcancercare.org.uk

Talk to someone 
Someone Like Me is a one-to-one 
support service that puts you in 
touch with someone who has been 
through a similar experience to 
you. Call 0345 077 1893 or email 
someonelikeme@breastcancercare 
.org.uk. 

The Silver Line is a confidential 
helpline specifically for older  
people – usually over 65 – offering 
information, friendship and advice.  

‘I rang my breast care nurse at 
the hospital if I needed advice and 
reassurance about anything and I 
used the Breast Cancer Care online 
Forum to keep me in touch with 
others, men and women, who knew 
exactly how I was feeling.’ 
Tracey

‘To avoid feeling lonely I kept myself 
busy and had some wonderful 
friends to take me out for days, as 
well as my extremely supportive 
family. When I felt alone and at a 
loss with my thoughts, I sat in my 
safe place on the sofa and read 
books and magazines and did the 
crosswords. 

Vita goes... 
      horse 
           riding

Breast Cancer Care has a wide range of services to  
support you every step of the way. For more information 
go to www.breastcancercare.org.uk/services  
 

I had a wonderful childhood riding 
ponies in the New Forest. At 21 I 
moved to Florida and had a break 
from horses for 10 years. Then one 
day, after I returned to England, a 
friend asked if I’d like to ride a horse 
no one else could stay on. I was 
hooked on horses again.

I was diagnosed with breast cancer 
in June 2014, and I’m still in the 
middle of treatment. I’ve just finished 
chemotherapy and I’m awaiting 
surgery before Christmas.

Despite everything, it never crossed 
my mind to give up riding. I asked my 
consultant about it. He asked me if 
horses are dangerous, I said not really, 
so he said it was fine to carry on.

Treatment hasn’t affected my ability 
to continue riding too much. Physically 
I’m fit. The treatment sometimes 
makes me feel tired, but I just need to 
make sure I get enough rest. 

Some days I felt sick and lethargic 
when riding during the time I was 
having chemotherapy. And sometimes 
I couldn’t ride properly because of 
aching joints and horrible back pain. 
But I still managed to muck out.

Riding helps me to feel normal. It 
gives me the incentive to get up and 
make sure breast cancer isn’t going 
to take over my life. And sometimes 
just being around horses can be 
therapeutic.
Mandy Hawkins 
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Coping 
fatigue

Fatigue is very common after a 
diagnosis of breast cancer, during 
treatment and sometimes weeks or 
months after treatment ends. Clinical 
Nurse Specialist Carolyn Rogers gives 
some simple tips for coping with it.

Your health

with

Fatigue is a feeling of extreme tiredness 
and exhaustion that doesn’t go away 
with rest or sleep. Many people don’t 
talk to their treatment team about 
their fatigue because they think it’s an 
unavoidable effect of treatment. But 
there are some practical things you can 
do to reduce fatigue or help you cope 
better with it.

What causes fatigue?
Most breast cancer treatments can 
contribute to fatigue, including surgery, 
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, hormone 
treatment like tamoxifen, and targeted 
therapy like Herceptin. If you get an 
infection during treatment, become 
anaemic or take particular pain relief, 
these can also make you feel tired.
Being less active than usual, a disrupted 
sleep pattern, changes to your diet 
and feeling low in mood can all add 
to feelings of fatigue. The emotional 
impact of being diagnosed and treated 
for breast cancer can also make you 
feel exhausted and overwhelmed with 
tiredness. 

Telling your treatment team about how 
you feel can establish that your fatigue 
is cancer related, and not due to other 
causes that may be treatable. 

Everyone experiences cancer 
fatigue differently. Getting to know 
when your energy levels are at 
their highest or lowest can help 
you plan your days. Keeping a 
fatigue diary could help you see if 
there’s a pattern to your fatigue.
Each day, keep a note of your 
fatigue level (from 1 to 6) and any 
treatment you’re having. 

1 No fatigue

2 Mild fatigue – able to carry out
normal activities

3 Some fatigue – can do most 
activities but need more rest 
than usual

Keep a diary

4 Moderate fatigue – notice a 
reduction in activities; need 
more rest

5 Severe fatigue – find daily 
activities hard; need more help 
with tasks at home

6 Extreme fatigue – constantly 
tired; sleep or rest most of the 
day. 

To download a fatigue diary, 
go to 
www.breastcancercare.org.uk/
fatiguediary

Set yourself realistic 
and achievable goals, 
and try to plan and 
pace your day or week
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Top  fatigue-fighting  

If you’re finding fatigue hard to cope with and want to speak to someone, call Breast 
Cancer Care free on 0808 800 6000.

Your health

There’s strong evidence that exercising 
and staying active can reduce feelings 
of fatigue. 

® Find an activity you enjoy and you’ll 
be more likely to stick with it. 

® A brisk walk, cycling or swimming 
are good examples of activities you 
could try. 

® Start slowly and gradually build up 
your activity levels.  

® If you’re thinking of trying a new 
type of exercise, check with your 
treatment team first.

® Even a small amount of activity is 
better than none.

Your sleep may become disrupted for 
several reasons. Stress and anxiety 
from a cancer diagnosis, and side 
effects of treatment such as night 
sweats, can lead to poor-quality sleep, 
which can affect how well you function 
the next day. Try the following tips to 
help get a good night’s sleep.

® Develop an evening and bedtime
routine – including going to bed and 
getting up at the same time every 
day – and try to stick to it.

® Don’t drink tea, coffee, hot 
chocolate or alcohol 
before bedtime.

® Relaxation techniques can help 
relieve tension (try a relaxation CD
or app).

® Make sure your bedroom is dark, 
quiet and a comfortable 
temperature.

® Write down any worries you have 
before going to bed.

® Wear earplugs if you’re easily woken 
by noise.

® Try not to take naps for longer than 
30 minutes during the daytime.

® Keep the bedroom for sleep and 
intimacy only – don’t watch TV or
use other electronic gadgets in the 
bedroom. 

If you try these tips but still have 
problems sleeping, tell your doctor or 
breast care nurse. Sleeping tablets can 
be a possible short-term option.

Some people with fatigue use 
complementary therapies – like 
hypnosis, massage or meditation 
– as these help them feel less 
anxious or improve their general 
wellbeing. You may have to pay 
for complementary therapies 
yourself. Check with your GP or 
specialist team before trying any 
complementary therapies.

With complements?

Any changes to your diet or appetite 
can affect your energy levels. 

® Drink plenty of non-caffeinated 
drinks (six to eight glasses a day).

® Limit the amount of alcohol 
you drink.

® Try to eat five portions of fruit and 
vegetables a day.

® Eat foods that contain iron, such as 
meat, liver, beans, nuts, brown rice 
and dark-green leafy vegetables.  

® If you have a reduced appetite, eat
little and often rather than three 
large meals a day. 

® Prepare food in advance when you
have the energy and freeze it 
for later. 

If you want more information about 
your diet, you can ask to be referred to 
a dietitian.

Try to plan and pace your day 
or week, and prioritise tasks or 
activities. Don’t do anything that 
isn’t essential, and if possible ask 
other people to do certain tasks and 
accept offers of help. 

Set yourself realistic and 
achievable goals. For example, if 
you want to increase the amount of 
activity you do and you walked for 
15 minutes one day, try walking for 
20 minutes the next time.    

Feeling fatigued can make you feel 
depressed, isolated, uninterested 
in those around you and can affect 
your relationships with friends and 
family. Try talking to family and 
friends about how you feel, and 
speak to your healthcare team. 
Sometimes being referred to a 
counsellor, or having cognitive 
behavioural therapy or mindfulness 
sessions can help. 

Talking to other people who are 
having a similar experience can also 
help. Going to a support group may 
be useful – your specialist nurse 
should be able to tell you where the 
nearest one is, and there are also 
online support groups.   

Physical activity

Food and drink

Disturbed sleep

Plan ahead

Talking

tips
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Media matters

To find out more about Lisa’s story and her experience of breast cancer, visit her blog at 
www.alrighttit.blogspot.co.uk

Cancer stories often pop up on our 
TV screens, whether in soap operas, 
dramas or reality shows. Here’s a 
round-up of Vita’s top five favourites.

EastEnders Breast cancer has found 
its way on to Albert Square several 
times. Peggy Mitchell was diagnosed 
in 1996 and had a recurrence in 1999, 
while most recently Carol Jackson 
underwent chemotherapy and found 
out she had an altered BRCA2 gene.

Gogglebox Nikki Tapper, who stars in 
the hit Channel 4 show with her family 
in north London, revealed she’d had 
treatment for breast cancer over three 
years ago ahead of a special edition of 
the show in October 2014.

The Big C The US comedy drama 
takes cancer as its starting point, as 
a suburban housewife is diagnosed 
with skin cancer. The show follows the 
series of life changes that happen after 
the words ‘You have cancer’ are heard.

Coronation Street Several members 
of Britain’s longest-running soap 
opera have had cancer, but it was 
a diagnosis of incurable pancreatic 
cancer that led to the departure of 
well-loved character Hayley Cropper 
in 2014.

Breaking Bad This mega US hit 
series follows the exploits of chemistry-
teacher-turned-drug-dealer Walter 
White after he’s diagnosed with lung 
cancer and needs a way to fund his 
expensive treatments.

Based on the book of the same name by 
Lisa Lynch – ‘author, editor, blogger and 
cancer bitch’ according to her popular 
blog Alright Tit – the adaptation stars 
Sheridan Smith. The actor, who graced 
our TV screens most recently as the 
young Cilla Black, shaved her head to 
play the role.

Lisa’s story 
Vita met Lisa in the summer of 2009. 
A year earlier, she was 28 and newly 
married to her husband Pete when she 
was first diagnosed with breast cancer. 
Speaking about her blog, Lisa told us: ‘I 
realised from the beginning that I needed 
to be honest in order for people to know 
what it was really like (otherwise what 
would be the point?) so it was important 
that I wrote about everything – from the 
state of my non-nipple to the crippling 
piles, my fear of dying before my 30th 
and the M&S-bought contents of my  
sick bowl.’

Lisa’s plain-talking and witty blog – in 
which she referred to her breast cancer 
as ‘The Bullshit’ – spawned the equally 
unflinching book The C Word, which 
spanned a year in her life from diagnosis 
to the end of her treatment for primary 
breast cancer.

Sadly, though, that wasn’t the final 
chapter of the story. Lisa found out 
she had secondary breast cancer 
in September 2011. She continued 
candidly sharing her experiences through 
her blog until 2013, when she died  
aged 33.

‘No-nonsense’ style
The BBC adaptation promises to be ‘a 
defiant, ballsy account which captures 
the no-nonsense and witty style of Lisa’s 
writing and personality’, and we hope it 
lives up to that promise.

The good news is that Lisa worked 
closely on the script with writer Nicole 
Taylor, whose credits include Secret 
Diary of a Call Girl and The Hour. Lisa 
was even involved in casting Sheridan 
Smith. The two became friends after Lisa 
approached the actor through Twitter. 
Speaking of Lisa, Sheridan said: ‘Her 
zest for life was infectious and I was 
moved and inspired by her courage 
and bravery. I couldn’t help but love her. 
That’s why I want to tell her story.’ 

At the time of writing, a broadcast date 
for the 90-minute drama hasn’t been 
announced. 

Cancer on screen

On the box

At Vita, we love a good biopic. And we’re extremely 
excited about one-off BBC drama The C Word.
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Hot topic

The Cancer Drugs 
Fund was set up as a 
temporary solution to 
the issue of access to 
cancer drugs.

What does NICE do?
The National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE) is an independent 
body that makes decisions about what 
drugs should be available on the NHS in 
England. Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland have different processes but 
usually take NICE guidance into account.

When assessing a drug, NICE looks at 
two things: how well the drug works (its 
clinical effectiveness); and the benefit it 
gives compared with how much it will 
cost the NHS (its cost-effectiveness).
NICE is proposing changes to the way 
it conducts its appraisals of drugs. 
The new system is called value-based 
assessment (VBA).

What is value-based 
assessment?
Under Value Based Assessment, NICE 
would consider two new elements in 
its appraisals. These are the ‘burden of 
illness’ – the loss in quality and length of 
life because of a disease or condition; 
and ‘wider societal impact’ – the loss in a 
person’s capacity to engage with society 
because of a disease or condition.

At Breast Cancer Care, we raised 
concerns about the impact NICE’s 
proposals could have, especially for 
people living with secondary breast 
cancer. Many other charities shared our 
concerns, and NICE has announced it 
won’t make any changes to its appraisal 
methods for the time being. It’s now 
reviewing this in more detail.

The issue of access to 
cancer drugs has been in 
the news a lot recently. 
We asked Emma Lavelle, 
Breast Cancer Care’s 
Policy Manager, to explain 
the role of NICE and what 
the Cancer Drugs Fund is.

Access to drugs
HOT TOPIC

What is the Cancer  
Drugs Fund? 
The Cancer Drugs Fund (CDF) came 
into effect in 2011. It gives patients in 
England access to cancer drugs that 
NICE has not yet appraised, or that it 
hasn’t recommended for use in the NHS. 

It was set up as a temporary solution to 
the issue of access to cancer drugs and 
is currently due to end in March 2016. 
Earlier in 2014, it was announced that 
the fund would get an additional £160 
million over the next two years.  

However, NHS England, which 
manages the CDF, recently proposed 
changes to the way the CDF operates. 
These include, for the first time, 
considering the cost of a drug when 
deciding whether to include it on the 
CDF list. In November, NHS England 
announced it will re-evaluate a number 
of drugs currently on the CDF, including 
some breast cancer drugs. Drugs 
deemed too expensive may be removed 
from the list, although NHS England has 
said anyone currently receiving a drug 
through the CDF will continue to do so.

What’s Breast Cancer Care 
doing about these issues?
We’re monitoring the situation and 
highlighting the possible impact of these 
changes on people affected by breast 
cancer. We responded to consultations 
on both VBA and changes to the CDF, 
involving people affected by breast 
cancer to ensure their views are heard. 

It’s essential that NICE, NHS England 
and pharmaceutical companies work 
together to find a sustainable, long-term 
solution to issues around access  
to drugs. 

While the CDF has allowed many 
people to access cancer drugs, it’s 
clearly inadequate, applying only to 
England and due to end in 2016. 
Ultimately, we want every patient across 
the UK to benefit from new approved 
treatments.
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Your questions answered

Breast Cancer Care’s experts answer your 
questions on breast cancer and its treatment.

When breast cancer is 
removed during a biopsy or 
surgery, the cells are routinely 
tested for characteristics called 

receptors to see what’s helping the 
cancer to grow.

If the cancer has receptors that attach 
to the hormone oestrogen, it’s known as 
oestrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast 
cancer. If it has receptors that attach to 
the hormone progesterone, it’s known as 
progesterone receptor positive (or PR+) 
breast cancer. Both of these are treated 
with hormone therapy drugs such as 
tamoxifen.

Breast cancers are also tested for 
HER2 receptors. HER2 is a protein. If 
the cancer has higher than normal levels 
of HER2, it’s known as HER2 positive 
breast cancer. These breast cancers are 
treated with targeted therapies such as 
trastuzumab (Herceptin).

Around 15% of people have breast 
cancer that tests negative for all three 
of these receptors. This is called triple 
negative breast cancer. It means 
hormone therapy and most targeted 
therapy drugs will not help.   

There are many different types of breast 
cancer. We know that any of these 
different types can be triple negative, so 
you’re right in thinking it’s an assorted 
group and they’re not all the same. 
Whatever type of breast cancer someone 
has, doctors will want to know as 
much as possible about it, including the 
receptors, to help decide on the most 
appropriate treatment. We have a booklet 
called Understanding your pathology 
report which explains more about the 
characteristics and what they mean.  

Inflammatory breast cancer 
gets its name because the 
skin of the breast has a red, 
inflamed appearance. This 

appearance is caused by breast cancer 
cells blocking the tiny lymph channels in 
the breast tissue and skin. It accounts for 
only 1–4% cent of all breast cancers.

Once you’ve been diagnosed with 
inflammatory breast cancer, your 
specialist team will discuss the treatment 
options with you and decide on the best 
treatment plan. This plan will be based 
on information from your test results.

As inflammatory breast cancer is a 
faster-growing type of breast cancer, 
treatment is usually started quickly and 
involves treating the whole body with 
drugs as well as the affected breast and 
the area around it. Often a combination 

My friend and I have both got triple negative 
breast cancer. She thinks all triple negative 
breast cancers are the same, but I’ve heard there 
are a lot of different types. Which one of us 
is right? 

Ask a

EXPERT
BREAST CANCER

I’ve just been told I 
have inflammatory 
breast cancer. What 
sort of treatment can 
I expect?

Some people diagnosed with triple 
negative breast cancer worry because 
they can’t be treated with hormone 
therapies and targeted therapies. But 
triple negative breast cancer can be 
treated and often responds well to 
chemotherapy. Also, recent research has 
shown triple negative breast cancers can 
be divided into further subtypes. Studies 
are now looking at what’s helping the 
different ones to grow so more drugs 
should become available in future.

of chemotherapy, surgery, radiotherapy, 
targeted therapy and hormone therapy 
is used. Breast Cancer Care has online 
information about these treatments and a 
booklet called Treating breast cancer 
which you may find helpful.  

Chemotherapy is usually the first 
treatment for inflammatory breast cancer. 
The aim of chemotherapy is to control 
the disease in the breast and destroy 
any cancer cells that may have spread 
beyond the breast. It may also help to 
reduce any pain and discomfort.

With inflammatory breast cancer it’s 
more common to have the whole breast 
removed including the nipple area 
(mastectomy) rather than only part of the 
breast tissue (often referred to as a wide 
local excision or lumpectomy). If you’re 
having a mastectomy and you would like 
breast reconstruction, you’re more likely 
to be offered this at a later date (delayed 
reconstruction).

Radiotherapy is often used in the 
treatment of inflammatory breast cancer. 
It uses high energy x-rays to destroy 
cancer cells. Usually the whole breast 
area, armpit (axilla), area above the 
collarbone (clavicle) and the breastbone 
(sternum) are included.

Inflammatory breast cancer will also 
be tested for oestrogen receptors and a 
protein called HER2 (see the answer to 
the previous question).

If your breast cancer is oestrogen 
positive (ER+) you’ll be offered hormone 
therapy. Generally inflammatory breast 
cancer is less likely to be oestrogen 
receptor positive than other types of 
breast cancer. 

If your cancer has high levels of HER2 
(HER2 positive) then targeted therapies 
such as traztuzumab (Herceptin) will  
be given.
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     EXPERT EYE 
Answering your 
practical and 
emotional questions

Your questions answered

When hair starts to grow back 
after (and sometimes during) 
chemotherapy it’s likely to be 
weak and more fragile to begin 

with. Over time (and this will vary for 
everyone) the condition and texture of 
hair becomes stronger. Sometimes hair 
can grow back differently to how it was 
before treatment. For example it may 
be a different colour; it may be curlier or 
straighter than previously. This change 
may be temporary but for some people it 
will be permanent. This can be difficult for 
some women and yet another change to 
cope with.

The rate of hair growth varies from 
person to person, but most people will 
have a full covering of hair after about 
three to six months. Some people find 
the regrowth is patchy. Many women 
wonder if there are any hair products that 
will speed up the growth, but there’s no 
evidence that any particular product or 
supplement will do this.

The condition of our hair is strongly 
linked to lifestyle factors including diet. A 
healthy diet that’s balanced and varied 
provides all the nutrients needed for 
healthy hair. You can find out more about 
a healthy diet from our booklet Diet and 
breast cancer and our DVD Eat well, 
keep active after breast cancer.

My hair has just started growing back after 
finishing my chemotherapy. How do I care for it and 
when can it be coloured?

If you have a question about breast cancer or its treatment, you can call Breast Cancer 
Care free on 0808 800 6000.

I recently had surgery for 
breast cancer and now 
I can feel a tight cord 
running down my arm. 
What is it?

It sounds like you’re describing 
‘cording’, sometimes known as 
‘axillary web syndrome’.

Some people develop this cord-like 
structure in their arm after surgery to 
the axilla (under the arm). It can even 
happen months after surgery. It causes 
pain and restricts arm movement, and 
while the ‘cord’ may not be visible it 
can usually be felt. The cord can vary 
in length – sometimes it can be felt 
right down to the wrist. 

Why cording develops is not fully 
understood. It’s thought that any 
surgery affecting your lymph nodes 
may contribute to its development. 

Cording is not caused by anything 
you’ve done or haven’t done after your 
operation. It may get better on its own, 
but I would recommend trying to get 
some treatment.

Cording can be treated by a 
physiotherapist. Ask your breast care 
nurse or GP if they can recommend 
a specialist physiotherapist who can 
assess and treat this, using specific 
exercises to help stretch the cord. 
Sometimes physiotherapists also use 
gentle massage.

You can also use ‘Physio2u’ on the 
Chartered Society of Physiotherapists 
website (www.csp.org.uk) to find a 
physiotherapist in your area. Many of 
those listed only provide private care. 
If you have private health insurance 
check the terms and conditions of your 
policy before booking an appointment.

 
Leah Dalby, Physiotherapist 
leahthephysio@gmail.com

While your hair is growing back it will be 
very delicate and likely to break easily, 
so you’ll need to treat it with care.

• Use mild, unperfumed shampoo and 
conditioner.

• Don’t wash your hair too often 
(more than twice a week).

• Use warm rather than hot water.
• Pat your hair and head dry rather than 

rubbing it.
• Brush or comb your hair gently with 

a soft hairbrush or wide-toothed 
plastic comb.

• Avoid products containing alcohol 
(such as hairspray) as these can 
irritate the scalp.

• Massaging the scalp may help by 
improving the blood supply to the 
hair follicles.

• Avoid hair extensions and weaves as 
these can cause the hair to weaken.

It’s best to wait until you hair is long 
enough and your hair and scalp are in 
good condition before applying colour. 
For some people this may be six 
months to a year, for others sooner.

Before colouring your hair talk to a 
hairdresser about the best product for 
you. They may recommend henna or 
vegetable-based dyes as these are 
more gentle on hair and the scalp.

Any colour should be tested on your 
hair even if it’s a product you used 
before losing your hair. This is to make 
sure you don’t react to it and it achieves 
the result you want.

You may also find there’s an 
in-between period when your hair is 
growing back but you aren’t quite ready 
to go out with it uncovered. You may 
choose to continue wearing a wig or 
other headwear until your hair is longer. 

Find out more in our Breast cancer 
and hair loss booklet.
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In touch

Living With Secondary Breast Cancer meet-ups are an opportunity to meet other people 
and get information and support. Contact the team on 0345 077 1893 or  
email secondaryservices@breastcancercare.org.uk

Monday 13 October was Secondary 
Breast Cancer Awareness Day, and 
Breast Cancer Care marked the occasion 
by highlighting the issues the 36,000 
people living with the disease in the UK 
can face every day.

Secondary breast cancer is where 
breast cancer cells have spread to 
other parts of the body, such as the 
bones, liver, lungs or brain. While it 
can’t be cured, with the right treatment, 
it’s possible for people to live with 
secondary breast for a number of years. 
Unfortunately, we know that support is 
not consistent accross the UK.

‘It was so bad that I couldn’t 
hold a glass in my hand 
or put a handbag on my 
shoulder. I couldn’t touch my 
head, I couldn’t dress myself. 
I couldn’t sleep.’ 
Rowena

RAISING  
THE  
PROFILE  
of secondary  
breast cancer

A survey has revealed 
that 90% of people with 
secondary breast cancer 
had experienced pain 
in the past month. Andy 
Glyde, Public Affairs and 
Campaigns Manager at 
Breast Cancer Care, tells 
us more about the survey, 
and the plans to address 
this issue.

Petition
We also launched a petition, calling 
for the governments in Westminster, 
Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast to 
recognise secondary breast cancer 
as a priority and do more to support 
people living with the disease. That 
includes earlier access to palliative 
care and a clinical nurse specialist for 
everyone.

At the time of writing, the petition has 
received nearly 12,000 signatures, 
which is an incredible amount. The full 
list of signatures is due to be handed in 
to Number 10 Downing Street in early 
December.

Our survey says…
On the day, Breast Cancer Care 
published the results of a survey of 
over 200 people with secondary 
breast cancer. It found that 90% had 
experienced pain in the past month as a 
result of their cancer. Half described their 
pain as ‘moderate’ or ‘severe’ and 78% 
said that the pain affected their ability 
to complete everyday activities, such 
as household chores, work, childcare, 
hobbies or socialising.

In the same week as Secondary Breast 
Cancer Awareness Day, Breast Cancer 
Care ran an event in Parliament for MPs 
to find out more. We took six volunteers 
from our Breast Cancer Voices and the 
online Forum to meet with the MPs and 
tell them about their own experiences. 
Seventeen MPs attended and showed 
their support for better care for secondary 
breast cancer.

We’re now working on plans to 
continue pushing secondary breast 
cancer up the political agenda. We want 
to make sure that everyone gets the right 
care and support to live without pain that 
could be controlled.

In many cases, this pain could be 
controlled by having access to a palliative 
care team, where patients are supported 
with symptom management and pain 
relief. However, our survey found that 
only 41% of people had been offered a 
referral to a palliative care team.

To make matters worse, a lot of people 
did not understand what palliative care 
is: 70% of people who took our survey 
thought it was only about end-of-life care 
and not about ongoing symptom control.

‘I always thought that 
palliative care was end-of-life 
care of a patient when they 
were dying, but subsequently 
I found out that it’s not the 
case. It’s care for people that 
are very poorly.’ 
John

Breast Cancer Care believes that this 
situation is unacceptable. No one should 
be expected to live with pain that could 
be controlled.
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Good food

A bowl of warming, wholesome, 
homemade soup is the perfect recipe  
on a chilly winter’s day.

• 2 tbsp olive oil
• 1 onion, chopped
• 1 clove garlic, crushed
• 1 tsp ground coriander
• ½ tsp garam masala
• 4 courgettes, diced

• 2 carrots, sliced
• ¼ tsp dry mustard
• 900ml vegetable stock
• 1 tbsp soy sauce
• salt and freshly ground 
black pepper

Carrot and ginger soup 
Serves 4

Spicy courgette soup
Serves 4

Two 
soups! 

Recipes courtesy of the 
Vegetarian Society  
www.vegsoc.org

1. Heat the oil in a large 
saucepan, add the onion 
and fry, then add the garlic, 
coriander, garam masala 
and continue cooking for 2 
minutes. 
2. Add the courgettes and 
carrots and fry until tender. 

3. Add the mustard powder 
and stock, bring to the boil 
and simmer for 20 minutes. 
Add the soy sauce, and 
season to taste. Allow to cool 
slightly before pureeing in a 
food processor or blender. 
4. Serve hot with sun-dried 
tomato ciabatta.

• 1 medium onion, chopped
• 1 clove garlic, chopped
• 1 tbsp oil
• 700g carrots, peeled and 
chopped
• 1 tsp grated ginger root or 
1–2 tsp ground ginger
• 900ml light vegetable 
stock
• 1 tbsp chopped parsley or 
fresh coriander (optional)

1. Fry the onion and garlic in 
the oil for 5 minutes in a large 
saucepan, covered, without 
browning.

2. Add the carrots and 
ginger. Cover and lightly fry 
for a further 10 minutes, 
stirring occasionally.
3. Add the stock, bring to 
the boil, then simmer for 15 
minutes or until the carrots 
are tender.
4. Purée the soup in the 
blender. 
5. Reheat, if necessary, 
to serve. Garnish with 
chopped parsley or coriander 
(optional).
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Corporate partnership

Breast Cancer Care has been chosen as the Football 
Association’s official charity partner for 2014–16. And 
the first year of the partnership will focus on ‘passing 
on’ breast awareness messages.

The perfect match

Kicking off the partnership 
The partnership was launched in 
September 2014, when Sky News 
sports presenter Jacquie Beltrao 
swapped the news desk for Wembley 
Stadium. There she met Doug Harper 
and Jill Padayachee, who have both 
had breast cancer and used Breast 
Cancer Care’s services for support.

Breast Cancer Care supporter 
Jacquie, who was diagnosed with 
breast cancer herself just before 
Christmas Day 2013, said: ‘Having had 
my own devastating diagnosis and also 
losing my aunt to breast cancer, I know 
first-hand this brutal disease can shatter 
the lives of the person diagnosed and 
also their friends and family. That’s 
why I’m so pleased that the FA and 
Breast Cancer Care have teamed up to 

raise awareness and vital funds. One 
in eight women are diagnosed with 
breast cancer, so it’s really important 
that everyone knows the changes to 
look and feel for when checking their 
breasts. Early detection can save lives.’ 

Pass It On
Samia al Qadhi, Breast Cancer Care 
Chief Executive, added: ‘We are 
absolutely thrilled to have been chosen 
as The FA’s charity partner. We know 
how important breast health awareness 
is to early detection, and over the next 
two years our joint Pass It On campaign 
will help us to reach thousands more 
women and men across the country 
with this vital message. The funds 
raised by our partnership, through 
the football community and staff 

fundraising, will also help us provide 
crucial information and support to 
anyone facing this brutal disease.’

Since the launch of the partnership, 
there’s been a host of exciting activity. 
To launch Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month, Wembley Stadium turned its 
iconic arch a spectacular pink, and the 
England v Germany women’s game at 
Wembley in November was held in aid 
of Breast Cancer Care.

Greg Dyke, FA Chairman, said: 
‘This was the first time that Wembley 
Arch had turned pink, and it was a 
spectacular sight. FA staff helped to 
choose Breast Cancer Care as our 
charity partner and it was great to be 
able to celebrate this at the England 
Women’s match at Wembley the 
following month.’ 

To find out more about the partnership 
and how you can support it, visit  

www.breastcancercare.org.uk/passiton  
or tweet your support  

using the hashtag #PassItOn

This was the first time 
that Wembley Arch had 
turned pink, and it was a 
spectacular sight
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Fundraising focus

NEWS  
from our 
corporate partners

The latest news and products from our corporate 
supporters helping raise money for Breast Cancer Care.

In bloom 
Interflora is donating 15% to  
Breast Cancer Care from the sale of 
each bouquet of flowers ordered  
from our jointly run website  
flowers.breastcancercare.org.uk  
So why not brighten up someone’s  
day with a beautiful bouquet?

Hot stuff
Cuckooland has launched a new pink 
PILL hot water bottle (£34.95), and is 
donating 17% of sales to Breast Cancer 
Care. 

Pink PILL is packed with innovative 
features. The free-standing design and 
pull-out funnel mean you can fill the 
bottle without holding it. A neoprene 
cover insulates the bottle so it stays 
hotter for longer and controls the 
temperature to avoid overheating and 
prevent burning. With its ergonomic 
design, PILL fits comfortably against 
the body and is perfect for anyone 
who uses heat therapy to aid pain and 
stiffness.

Order from www.cuckooland.com  
or call 01305 231231.

Moving tales
Stories of Support is a collection of 
inspirational true stories, introduced and 
edited by bestselling author Susan Lewis 
and published as an e-book in support of 
Breast Cancer Care.

The five women who wrote the stories 
were selected by Susan because of 
their moving accounts of the exceptional 
support they received from friends and 
family, through the most difficult of times. 
Shelley, Kate, Julie, Jane and Jeanette 
show the power of love and friendship 
in a collection of stories they hope will 
inspire many others.

Buy your copy from www.amazon 
.co.uk

Super supermarket
Asda’s Tickled Pink campaign has 
had another brilliant fundraising year. 
In 2014, we’ve seen an affordable 
new post-surgery lingerie range, an 
exclusive bag for life designed by 
Zandra Rhodes, a fabulous array of pink 
products, and incredible fundraising 
efforts from Asda employees, all raising 
money for people facing breast cancer.

Ten stylish years 
Dorothy Perkins celebrated the 10th 
anniversary of its partnership with 
Breast Cancer Care by holding Pink 
Fridays in stores throughout the UK. 
The fashion retailer also launched new 
initiatives, including asking customers 
to add a £1 donation to their bill, online 
and in stores.
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Calendar of

 March 
 15 Lidl Kingston Breakfast 
  Run 
 22 Reading Half Marathon

 April 
 12 Brighton Marathon 
 12 Paris Marathon 
 19 Asics Greater Manchester  
  Marathon 
 26 Virgin Money London   
  Marathon 

 May 

 2 Electric Run, Wembley 
 2–3 Tough Mudder, London  
  West  
 9 Pink Ribbonwalk, Blenheim  
  Palace, Oxfordshire 
 10 Great Manchester Run 
 16 Pink Ribbonwalk, Scone   
  Palace, Oxfordshire
 17 Bupa Great Women’s 10k,  
  Glasgow
 25 Bupa London 10,000
 30 Ride the Night
 30-31 Edinburgh Marathon Festival

Events

To register for any of our Pink Ribbonwalks, go to  
www.breastcancercare.org.uk/walk or call 0370 145 0101.

events

Venues
Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire – Saturday 9 May
Scone Palace, Perthshire – Saturday 16 May
NEW!  Stourhead, Wiltshire – Saturday 6 June 
NEW!  Bakewell, Derbyshire – Saturday 13 June  
Leeds Castle, Kent – Saturday 20 June
NEW!  London at Night – Saturday 4 July

Step right up!
2014 was a record-breaking year for 
Breast Cancer Care’s Pink Ribbonwalks: 
over 5,000 people walked together to 
face breast cancer and raised a huge 
£1,270,000! Now in its 11th year, the 
Pink Ribbonwalk is coming back bigger 
and better in 2015.
New five-mile route
We’ve introduced a five-mile route at all 
our venues, making the event accessible 
to even more people. Lucy Johnston, 
Pink Ribbonwalk Manager, says: ‘We 
know there are many more people who 
would like to enjoy a Pink Ribbonwalk 
but feel 10 or 20 miles might be too 
much, particularly those who have had 
treatment for breast cancer. But we also 
know how important physical activity 
can be during and after treatment. So 
this year we’re including a five-mile walk, 
which will take in all the splendour of the 
venues’ grounds and the surrounding 
countryside.’ 

The five-mile route will also be open to 
families as children aged eight and over 
can take part. And we’ve lowered the 
minimum age to 14 for the longer routes, 

so it really is a day the whole family can 
enjoy together.

These walks will be taking place at 
some of our favourite venues, as well as 
a couple of new locations.
London at Night
Another brand-new addition this year is 
our London at Night Walk. An exciting 
twist on the original Pink Ribbonwalk, 
it’s an urban 5, 10 or 20 mile walk taking 
in the beautiful sights and landmarks 
of London at night. The route includes 
part of the Thames Path and the best of 
the London skyline, letting you see the 
capital in a whole new light.

So lace up those walking shoes 
and join us next year to make Pink 
Ribbonwalks even bigger. Registration 
for all of the events opens in  
January 2015. 
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Service dates

Moving Forward 
Information Sessions

Relaxed talks on Moving Forward 
topics, with a chance to ask questions 
and chat with others. 
• Breast reconstruction 

London, 10 February and 4 March 
• Lymphoedema

Edinburgh, 11 March 
• Managing menopausal symptoms

Cardiff, 6 March 
• Post-surgery bras and prostheses

Glasgow, 5 March
Livingston, 26 March 

• Relationships and intimacy
Glasgow, 28 January 

• Relaxation
Llandudno, 24 March 

• Understanding drug treatments
Cardiff, 24 March

Best Foot Forward  
walking groups

For people of all fitness levels, walks last 
around 30 minutes, follow an easy route 
and finish at a local café for a cup of tea 
and a chat.
• Barnsley • Cardiff • Halifax  
• Huddersfield • Llandudno • Pontypridd
• Salford • Stockport

Email  
movingforward@breastcancercare 
.org.uk to find out more about any of our 
Moving Forward services, or give us a call. 

Moving Forward  
short courses

Looking at issues you may face after 
treatment, our short courses provide 
support and information on adjusting 
to life after a cancer diagnosis. Run in 
partnership with the NHS, courses take 
place across the UK. 

Younger Women 
Together 
Two days of information, support and 
sharing. Come to a Younger Women 
Together event and meet around 30 
other women under 45 who’ve been 
diagnosed with primary breast cancer. 
All food and accommodation  
provided free. Email  
youngerwomen@breastcancercare. 
org.uk to find out more. 
• Liverpool, 30/31 January
• Edinburgh, 6/7 March

Call our friendly services team 
for more information about the 
support we offer on 

0845 077 1893

Living With Secondary 
Breast Cancer 
Regular meet-ups for people living 
with secondary breast cancer. 
With expert guest speakers. Email 
secondaryservices@breastcancercare 
.org.uk to find out more.
• Birmingham • Bristol • Cardiff
• Derby • Edinburgh • Forth Valley  
• Glasgow • Halifax/Huddersfield
• Lanarkshire • Leeds • Liverpool
• Llandudno • Manchester  
• North London/Hertfordshire 
• Oxford • Sheffield 
• Sutton/South London
• York/Harrogate

Helping you face 
breast cancer...

We’re adding new dates and locations all 
the time, so if you don’t see a time that 
works for you, please get in touch. 

Looking ahead to life after treatment?

To find out more
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Classified adverts

Nicola Jane
With 30 years’ expertise 
in mastectomy fashion, 
our beautiful bras and 
stunning swimwear 
will help restore 
your confidence after 
surgery. All with fitted 
pockets to hold your 
prosthesis securely.  
Free returns and shops 
throughout the UK. Call 
0845 265 7595 or visit 
www.nicolajane.com

Anita Care offers the most
comprehensive range worldwide of
silicone breast forms, lingerie and
swimwear designed specifically for
women who have undergone breast
surgery. With 125 years of expertise,
Anita Care offers practical, comfortable
and stylish solutions to post-surgical
women. For all enquiries please call 020
8446 7478 or visit www.anita.com

About The Girl Fabulous, stylish
pocketed bikinis, tankinis and 
swimsuits, and gorgeous post surgery 
lingerie. Receive a complimentary swim 
beanie with all pocketed swimwear 
purchases. Excellent personal customer 
services, advice and care, easy returns 
policy and quick despatch. Find our 
blog on style after surgery, visit www.
aboutthegirl. co.uk or call 01444 
417791.

Amoena Latest breast forms, beautiful
lingerie, fashionable swimwear, available
by mail order or online at www.
amoena-online.co.uk Also, don’t miss
our free lifestyle magazine featuring
in-depth articles, health reports, fashion,
real-life stories and readers’ letters.
For details on our free fitting service,
magazine or catalogue, call 0845 072
4023 or visit www.amoena.co.uk

Banbury Postiche offers a fantastic 
range of acrylic wigs with a next day 
delivery service available.  We have a 
Customer Care team to support you, 
whatever your needs, our purely wigs 
range is guaranteed to have a style 
to suit and delight you.  Please take 
a look at our website www.wigsuk.
com or call 01295 757408. 

Betty and Belle Winner of ‘Best 
lingerie shop in the UK’ award. 
Exquisite lingerie and specialist 
bra fitting shop with an extensive 
range of bras and swimwear to 
suit mastectomy, lumpectomy and 
reconstructions. Bra alteration
and pocketing service. Visit www.
bettyandbelle.co.uk or call in at 35
Oxford Rd, Cheshire WA14 2ED;
0161 929 1472.

The Bra Clinic Support after 
Surgery. Mastectomy bra specialist 
Susan Cooper provides an essential 
specialist service for women when 
recovering from breast cancer 
surgery and treatment. For online 
shopping, clinics and information, 
visit www.thebraclinic.co.uk
or call Susan on 07918 656 628 (m).

Cool and Beautiful Nightwear  
Cool, ultra feminine, 100% cotton, 
mastectomy nightdresses. Discreetly 
pocketed for soft prostheses ,with 
plenty of fabric in the skirt to allow for 
extra comfort.  Designed as a result of 
personal experience and  made in the 
U.K.  New nightdress available up to 
size 22 from www.coolandbeautiful.
com or call 01568 750011 for more 
information. 10% discount in  
January sale

PEBBLE UK – LYMPHEDIVAS ARM 
SLEEVES AND GAUNTLETS for 
Lymphoedema, choose from over 
80different colours and designs. Made 
with moisture wicking fibres, unscented 
Aloe Vera treatment for skin friendly 
softness and fine knit construction for 
a lightweight feel. Available in 3 sizes, 2 
arm lengths and 2 compressions.
0800 433 4757 www.pebbleuk.com

Silima FOR YOU! Our 2014 catalogue 
brings you stylish and supportive 
lingerie. Please check out our 
value-for-money range of everyday bras 
from £17.95 each (Diana and Victoria) 
or treat yourself to our French design 
heritage with Amelie or Suzanne, the 
latest addition to our range. Look 
no further for fashion and femininity! 
Call 01295 220524 or visit www.
conturabelle.co.uk

Suburban Turban offers stylish, 
fashionable headwear and accessories 
for women experiencing hair loss.  The 
collection offers styles for all occasions 
- from beautifully simple, super-soft 
jersey hats to chic berets and sparkling 
cocktail hats. We also offer a range 
of natural skincare products, chosen 
for their gentle, soothing benefits.  To 
shop the range go to http://www.
suburbanturban.co.uk/.  
Tel: 01306 640123
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Join the Bucket Brigade!

Bucket Brigade!

Get together with friends and watch your  
buckets fill up with donations! 

Your support will help someone with breast cancer 

through one of the most difficult challenges they’ll  

ever face.

www.breastcancercare.org.uk/collect

020 7960 3400

March 2015

Sign up now  

and we’ll send you buckets, stickers and  

everything you need!

TenderCush offers comfort and 
support following breast cancer surgery.  
Whether sleeping, travelling, around the 
home or socialising, our products are 
specially designed to help. Our fabulous 
patented Shoulder Bag is a truly 
liberating product which offers support 
when out and about. Available now 
at www.tendercush.co.uk  Tel 07980 
470072. Also on Facebook and Twitter

Womanzone ABC Distributer
NHS-approved specialists in caring for
women after breast surgery. Working
with healthcare professionals and 
Breast Cancer Care. We offer a wide 
range of lingerie, made-to-measure 
swimwear, pocketing service and free 
fitting service. Visit our website for up to 
date products and prices.  
Warrington: 01925 768 992
Leeds: 0113 258 9505
www.woman-zone.co.uk



Scotland and  

Northern Ireland

0845 077 1892   
sco@breastcancercare.org.uk

Wales, South West and  

Central England

0845 077 1894 
cym@breastcancercare.org.uk

East Midlands and the  

North of England

0845 077 1893 
nrc@breastcancercare.org.uk

London and the South 

East of England

0845 077 1895
src@breastcancercare.org.uk

Free Helpline 0808 800 6000 Text Relay 18001 
Calls may be monitored for training purposes. Confidentiality is maintained between callers and Breast Cancer Care.

Breast Cancer Care’s free Eat well, keep active after 

breast cancer DVD features a fitness class suitable for 
people 12 weeks after surgery and beyond. The class aims 
to help you increase your fitness and improve your overall 
health and wellbeing.

It also contains a 30-minute film featuring people of all ages, shapes 
and sizes revealing the ways they’ve made eating well and being 
active a part of their everyday routine after breast cancer as well as 
guidance from diet and exercise experts.
This DVD is in English and has options of Gujarati, Punjabi, Sylheti, 
Urdu, Cantonese and Arabic voice-overs/subtitles, English or Welsh 
subtitles and British Sign Language.

Eat well, keep active  
               after breast cancer DVD

To order your free copy visit 
www.breastcancercare.org.uk/
publications or call the Helpline 
on 0808 800 6000.
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